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Here is something very important. Choose your personal heroes  that 
you have on the world stage now. Follow them with your thoughts, with 
your consciousness. See where they go and if your consciousness 
wishes to follow that. See if they are truly your heroes or if they are 
simply momentarily on a stage, dressed in a certain way to appeal to 
you, and then decide for yourself. Perhaps you will discover that you are 
a hero.

The path you are on, that you have chosen, that has brought you to the 
Earth now, is called a heroic path. Perhaps you did not know that. The 
journey you have long been on, the difficulties you have undertaken, the 
subjects you have considered, is called the hero’s path, or the heroic 
journey, and it is called that purposefully. So perhaps  you will discover 
the hero within. Perhaps you will see that those upon the world stage are 
less than heroic, and perhaps you will find within your own communities, 
within yourself, the true heroes. And, in discovering them, uplifting them, 
perhaps you will give them voice—perhaps you will give them purpose.

Perhaps that is the passion that will be ignited. The heart stands outside 
itself now, and the heart must also be uplifted; it must be repositioned in 

its place of glory. Place your heart where it truly belongs. Your heart is 
intelligent and compassionate. It is  only knowledge. And for those who 
allow it, the heart will even see. Let it see then. Let it discover the next 
world, this world that now unfolds, consciously. Let the heart be the 
director. To say that the heart is the director is  not the same as  to say, 
“Feel the moment and let the heart go with the feelings.” Rather, it is 
letting the heart be the director of all of the organs of the body, of all of 
the systems of thought that occupy you. It is the heart that directs the 
purpose of your life. It manages the energy of the body. It directs how 
much of that flow you will participate in actively and directly, and so it is 
the heart, the organ, that must be uplifted—but truly so—to the center of 
your being. And to do so will then uplift your economies as well. Again, 
the economies of the world here cannot simply continue as they are now. 

It is a time of exceptions to rules, and it is a time of exceptions to those 
who rule. So you will see that there are many on the world stage that will 
not last now. The writing is on the wall or in the small print, depending 
upon how you see it. And even those that rise to power will fall from 
grace very quickly, at times, to be replaced by others. It will be difficult, 
for a while, to memorize who is the captain of order.

The Hero’s Path and 
the New Leadership

Gaia 
channeled through 

Pepper Lewis



I tell you also, the new economies will bring to the world new leaders. 
But the leaders that come to the economies are not necessarily those 
that are part of your government. Those in charge of the world 
governments and those who are leaders are not the same. A leader and 
an elected official are not the same. Leadership is a skill that comes to 
those who live in support of something greater than themselves. 
Leadership qualities can be developed within elected officials. Some of 
them develop these qualities after they have left office. Perhaps  you 
have noticed that.

While they are in office, power becomes their master—the desire to be 
powerful in a way that affects the world becomes masterfully needed, 
and so they do not become true leaders until they have learned to 
control how they respond to power. And so if you wish to look for who 
your true leaders are, when it comes to true questions  of power, of 
decision, of change, look to see if the decisions, the agenda, are based 
on leadership for all, or even for some, or on power for the many. That 
will be how to discern for yourself.

There will come new leaders with great leadership qualities from the 
private sectors, and they will recognize that in order to remain leaders, 
they cannot—they will not—enter the halls  of government, because the 
halls  of government, for the most part, are corrupt now. They are corrupt 
beyond corruption. Even those that are newly elected and those who hail 
the changes they will bring, they still walk the same corrupted hallways 
as the others. They walk the same foundation, they breathe the same air, 
and, to a certain degree, they cannot escape that corruption. In essence, 
they have been elected as leaders  of a free world, and yet they are 
captive within an office that threatens their ability to lead a free world.

And so many of your true leaders will emerge from a private sector. 
These are the ones  to celebrate, to assist. Look to your own 
communities. Look to what is just in your life, to leadership within you—
uplift that, note it. And when you find those true leaders, notice them, 
what they do, how they do it. When someone says to them how great 
they are and that they should run for office, hope that they do not.   ###

Excerpt from Transition Now by Martine Vallée

Reprinted with permission of  Red Wheel Weiser

Pepper Lewis is a world-renowned author, teacher and channel. She has been 
the primary voice for Mother Earth (Gaia) for over 15 years and has carried 
Gaia's unique wisdom and guidance to many corners of  the globe. Her 
channeling is rich, clear and profound.

Pepper is the author of dozens of audio programs and four books in the Gaia 
Speaks series, Sacred Earth Wisdom, Wisdom  for an Awakening 
Humanity, and the newest addition, Solutions for a Small Planet, Vol. I and 
II.

Pepper is passionate about passing her art on to others and has developed an 
exceptional program for teaching channeling to every skill level from beginner 
to professional. Her unique methods are a blend of time-honored traditions 
with a few  new  twists on an ancient art. Seminars, lectures and workshops are 
on-going as time allows. Inquiries regarding scheduling an event in your area 
are welcome.
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Dr. Wayne Dyer is a popular motivational speaker and author. His recent 
books include The Power of Intention, Ten Secrets For Success & Inner 
Peace, Getting in the Gap and Everyday Wisdom. I've been studying 
Dyer's  principles for the past 22 years  and here are the top 22 lessons 
I've learned from him:

1. You get whatever you think about most. Whatever you think about 
expands... and therefore, we must be careful to not think about what we 
do not want.

2. You can never get enough of what you don't want. Why? Because 
we're thinking about what we don't want and we keep getting more of it. 
From an abundance and prosperity perspective, it can be costly 
(meaning you can lose great opportunities) to contemplate the conditions 
you do not want to produce for your life...for fear of getting more of what 
you don't want.

3. Think from the end. I'm a big believer in starting with the end outcome 

and working backwards to reach it. Dyer takes a more mental approach 
to it as he encourages you to contemplate yourself surrounded by the 
people, events, and things that represent your version of a "perfect life."

4. An attitude of gratitude will take you a long way. Rumi said, "Trade 
your knowledge for bewilderment." It is good to be in awe of all that you 
have attracted into your life and the more you are grateful for that - the 
more that will flow freely into your life.

5. Paraphrasing Dyer: There are no branches of any trees that think it is 
wise to fight with each other. In other words, there is no value in fighting 
with others  as we are all from the same metaphorical human tree of life. 
There is an old zen saying that goes something like this: Whatever you 
are for, strengthens you and whatever you are against, weakens you.

6. It is only natural to have abundance and prosperity in your life. It is 
unnatural to resist the gifts you have been given in life to share with 
others. Therefore act confidently with a "knowing" that you already have 

Dr. Wayne Dyer — 22 Lessons I Learned

by Chris Knight
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all of the resources you need to succeed.

7. You must be independent of the opinion of others. No one can make 
you into what you are not. You are responsible to no one for your actions 
and thoughts  except yourself. In addition, you are not in control of your 
reputation. All you can control is yourself and how you act on a day to 
day basis.

8. You alone choose your emotional state each day. No one can make 
you feel any different than you choose to feel on any day. Therefore take 
full responsibility for the emotional states that you choose to embrace 
each day.

9. You are not your body nor are you the possessions that you believe 
you have. You are timeless; perfect; ...just the way you have forever 
been and will forever be. You are a spiritual being having a human 
experience. Live your truth.

10. Meditation can help you solve problems and achieve inner peace. 
While mental visualization of your intentions or goals are a good thing to 
do, think of "meditation" as quieting your mind to achieve a place of "no 
where" -- It's one of the best ways to center yourself.

11. Your EGO is often at odds with universal laws and principles. Best to 
identify when you are acting from ego vs. acting from your true authentic 
self. Your ego wants you to feel special and different than others but the 
reality is that we share more in common than we have differences. Focus 
on radical humility and respect for yourself and others in order to keep 
your ego at bay. You can only extend to another that which you are in 
truth.

12. You can only give others what you have inside of yourself. Therefore 
to give love away to others, you must cultivate love for yourself FIRST. 
Dyer uses the metaphor of squeezing an orange - asking you what 
comes out when you squeeze it. Most people answer, "orange juice" 
comes out. Why? Because that is  what is  inside. When humans are 
squeezed, what comes out of them is what they harbor inside of 
themselves. Harbor love, acceptance, joy, confidence, peace and 
harmony towards yourself so that you can radiate it towards others.

13. Your relationship with others does not really exist. You only have your 
perception of your relationship with others to act on. Therefore you must 

focus on making sure you perceive your relationship with others on the 
terms that you hope for the future of the relationship to exist. In other 
words, you must see harmony within yourself and then with the other 
person. You must always have within you what you wish to see or give 
another.

14. Our intentions  create our reality. We each create our own personal 
realities by what we focus on and intend to happen for our experiences. 
Therefore we have an enormous responsibility to choose our intentions 
carefully.

15. Be attached to nothing but rather connected with what you want for 
your life. Attachment can cloud your ability to attract what you want. 
When you let go and surrender to your perfect self, you will attract what 
you desire.

16. There is never any scarcity of opportunity, but rather there is  only 
scarcity of resolve to seize the opportunities that knock on our door 
every day. Scarcity does not exist unless we choose to embrace 
it...therefore, it is  better to never embrace scarcity only embrace the 
possibility for abundance.

17. When the teacher is ready, the students will appear. When the 
student is ready, the teachers will appear. We can not learn the lessons 
we are here to learn if we are not open and receptive to learn. Do not 
resist the possibility to change, but rather expand and become more 
open.

18. No one was ever hurt by practicing random acts of kindness. The law 
of reciprocity always rewards kindness and even more-so when you are 
kind without any expectation of needing a return. There is  no difference 
in the words "giving" and "receiving."

19. The best way to maximize book sales is to release related products 
that can be purchased. For example, a book could be followed up with 
an audio tape, audio CD, DVD, flip calendar, playing card decks and 
more. Each of these creates additional revenue streams that help to 
maximize the ROI from each published works. (My marketing brain 
wanted to insert this lesson in here).

20. Judgment: One of our purposes in life is to find a way to free 
ourselves of our need to judge others  in a negative light. This  is the work 



of our ego and judging others prevents  us from seeing the good in them. 
There is no value in judging others poorly. As we see others, we also see 
ourselves.

21. Dyer says, "It's Never Crowded Along the Extra Mile." That means 
that we must always give more than we expect to receive. In doing so, 
we join the small percentage of achievers that consistently go above and 
beyond the call of duty to serve others. The rewards are often 
disproportionate for those who go the extra mile vs. those who only do 
the minimum they need to get by. We give without expectations.

22. Trust in yourself and in doing so, you trust in the very wisdom that 
created you. It is impossible to become a no-limit person if you focus on 
limitations...therefore only focus on what you want to attract for your life. 
You already are complete, whole and perfect. Trust in the perfection of 
your life.   ###

Chris Knight is the moderator of the fan discussion board for Dr. Wayne 
Dyer: Wayne-Dyer.InspiresYOU.com

Eastern Wisdom 
by Richard A. Singer Jr.  

www.RickSinger.ky
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“Believe nothing merely because you have been told it.”     
—Buddha

Meditation
You will of course hear many things throughout your journey of 
life, although it is imperative that you not take this hearsay as fact.  
It is of supreme importance to reflect upon all information that 
comes your way and seek the Truth.  If you allow  your inner light 
to assess the Truth you will certainly never go wrong.  The Truth is 
a innate part of your being.  If you involve your ego you will surely 
be thrown off your path.

Real Life Application
When faced with new information it is vital to delve into your 
being where the ultimate truth lies and reflect in the quietude of 
nature.  Within your soul are all the answers you will ever require 
in life.  Make it a point to investigate the knowledge that is 
presented to you and never rely on the so called “authority”  of 
human experts.  Remember the ego is always lurking in the 
background waiting patiently to lead you away from the Course of 
Truth.

PONDER
a moment

Nothing in this world can take the place of persistence. Talent 
will not; nothing is more common than unsuccessful people with 
talent. Genius will not; unrewarded genius is almost a proverb. 
Education will not; the world is full of educated derelicts. 
Persistence and determination alone are omnipotent. The 
slogan 'press on' has solved and always will solve the problems 
of the human race.

—Calvin Coolidge
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Who Is Christina Baldwin?
Christina Baldwin is a writer, a global teacher, and lifelong thought pioneer. At age thirty, she 
released her first book, One to One, which initiated the journal-writing movement. Her well-
known classic, Life’s Companion, defined journal writing as a spiritual practice. In the early 
1990s, Baldwin and her partner, Ann Linnea, co-created a group process that invokes the 
archetype of council expressed in modern terms. Her books, Calling the Circle, the First and 
Future Culture; The Seven Whispers: Spiritual Practice for Times Like These, and 
Storycatcher: Making Sense of our Lives through the Power and Practice of Story, integrate 
her fascination with the role of story as a source of social activism. www.peerspirit.com, 
www.storycatcher.net  

      Five books that have most inspired Christina:
      The Diary of a Young Girl, Anne Frank
      Will and Spirit, Gerald G. May
      The Walking People, Paula Underwood
      New and Selected Poems, vol. One & Two —everything else she’s written, Mary Oliver
      Deep Water Passage, Ann Linnea

Christina Baldwin

Insight from Christine Baldwin: 
“Stories build bridges: opinions build walls. When we know a person’s story, we can 
find a way to see ourselves in one another. In a world where opinions rule, all sorts 
of false divisions are devised to separate us from our essential love of the other. But 
every person has the power to tell stories that expose our essential connection under 
all apparent differences. Generals and politicians plan the wars and divide the world, 
but the people have to live the consequences. Stories told in person, in writing, or on 
the Internet, leap over these walls and extend the possibility that we may find the 
heart of commonality. What do you love most about the world? Let’s start there. Tell 
me that story.”

100 Words
200 Visionaries Share Their Hope for the Future
by William Murtha 
Published by Conari Press
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Is your life out of sync with your priorities?
Do you feel like you're a hamster running on a wheel?

Have you forgotten who you are?

If you answered YES to any of these questions, read on. Learn to listen 
to your inner voice - the essence of who you are - by following these five 
steps:

1. Check in with your heart. 
Social conditioning teaches us to be logical and "use our heads". When 
you only use your head, your experience of yourself and the world is 
limited. You miss out on the vital information the rest of your body, heart 
and soul is giving you. 

Benefits: The same neurological tissue found in the brain is found in the 
heart. The heart is a second "brain" and our emotional center. Listening 
to your head and your heart is crucial to good decision-making about 
your life, your business and your relationships.

New Focus: Put your hand over your heart and focus there - what is it 
telling you?

2. Connect with your body. 
Your body gives you a tremendous amount of useful information that you 
may not be conscious of. For example, when your mother-in-law visits, 
does your stomach tie up in knots? When your boss yells  at you, do your 
shoulders turn into stone? When you feel passionate and alive, does 
your chest feel warm and open? When we ignore the body's message, 
we lose out on valuable information designed to let us  what works for us 
and what doesn't. 

Benefits: For many people, fear manifests as a tightness  in their chest. 
This  is valuable information, especially if you aren't aware that you are 
afraid. Your body alerts you to what makes feels passionate and what 
doesn't. The body is a fount of wisdom designed to tell you when you're 
on the right path and when you aren't.

Claudette 
Rowley

Five Pathways 
to Listening to 
Your Inner Voice



New Focus: Notice the messages your body is 
giving you right now. Try a self-massage to find 
areas in your back, neck or shoulders that are tense 
or knotted. What other areas of your body feel tight? 
Which ones feel relaxed and loose? Use this 
information as another key to listening to your inner 
wisdom.

3. Listen to your intuition. 
Intuition is simply knowing something without 
knowing exactly how you know it. Connect back to a 
time that you had a "gut feeling" about something - 
the job that you knew you shouldn't take, even 
though it looked good on the surface or the 
relationship that just felt right for you. That's  your 
intuition talking to you.

Benefits: Gut feelings are a wealth of information. 
Remember, your intuition is  never wrong, although 
your interpretation of it may be incorrect. When your 
intuition calls  to you, trust it. Practice makes perfect 
when it comes to using your intuition effectively.

New Focus: The next time you need to make a 
decision, check in with your intuition. Experiment 
with trusting it. When you follow your intuition, what 
happens? When you hear it and disregard it, what's 
the outcome?

4. Notice your self-saboteur. (Based on the work 
of Richard Carson in Taming Your Gremlin.) 

Each of us has our very own special saboteur. The 
saboteur is  the voice in your head that says, "You 
are not good enough." "Who do you think you are?" 
"If you take this  new job, everyone will find out what 
a fraud you are." The saboteur's  job is to "protect" 
you from taking risks and making changes. 

Benefits: Learn to distinguish between your voice 
and the saboteur's  mumbo-jumbo. Notice how the 

inner critic drives the choices and decisions you 
make.

New Focus: Simply notice the negative voices 
playing in your head. Notice the times when 
they crop up. Recognize that the voices aren't 
you and they aren't true. Learning to separate 
your own voice from that of the saboteur is  a 
powerful and life-changing tool.

5. Identify limiting beliefs. 
We each carry a set of beliefs that we live by. 
Certain beliefs you hold consciously, while 
others are mainly unconscious. Beliefs develop 
out of past experiences and our interpretations 
of those experiences. Some of the conscious 
and unconscious beliefs that you develop limit 
your ability to grow and move forward in your 
life. For example: One of your goals as a 
successful entrepreneur is to make a lot of 
money. You discover that you have a belief - a 
limiting one - that it's  wrong to make a lot of 
money. Until you begin to alter your beliefs 
about money, it will be more difficult for you to 
achieve that financial success you desire. 

Benefits: Learning to notice a limiting belief 
allows you to become conscious  of it, and then 
change it. Releasing a belief that limits you puts 
you back in the driver's seat of your life. You, 
rather than an old belief, make the choices that 
are right for you and allow you to fulfill your 
potential

Ways to spot a limiting belief:
You tell yourself that you only have one or two 
choices in a situation, or "no choice" at all.

Your inner critic expresses his or her opinion. 
The inner critic's opinion is  generally based in a 
limiting belief.
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A decision may appear to be black and white to you, or an either/or 
situation.

You have decided that "this is the way the world is."

You make a decision based on fear.

You feel constricted and notice that you lack clarity about a specific 
situation.

New Focus: How does a particular belief allow you to attract what you 
really want in life? How does it prevent you from attaining your goals? 
When you reach an obstacle in your path, make sure that it's  not an old 
belief in your way.

When important questions like "What do I want?" or "What's the right 
choice for me to make?" surface in your mind, consult your inner voice. 
You possess the answers you need to live a life that feels successful and 
fulfilling. Listening to your inner voice can lead you on a path that feels 
deeply satisfying. Your business and personal lives will flourish with this 
new level of trust in yourself. ###

Sign up for Claudette’s free ezine Insights for the Savvy                          
at http://www.metavoice.org/newsletters/  email: info@metavoice.org

The Dead Man's Answer
When Mamiya, who later became a well-known preacher, went to a 
teacher for personal guidance, he was asked to explain the sound of one 
hand.

Mamiya concentrated upon what the sound of one hand might be. "You 
are not working hard enough," his teacher told him. "You are too 
attached to food, wealth, things, and that sound. It would be better if you 
died. That would solve the problem."

The next time Mamiya appeared before his teacher he was again asked 
what he had to show regarding the sound of one hand. Mamiya at once 
fell over as if he were dead.

"You are dead all right," observed the teacher. "But how about that 
sound?"

"I haven't solved that yet," replied Mamiya, looking up.

"Dead men do not speak," said the teacher. "Get out!"
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About 28 million Americans are addicted to shopping. Like 
gambling addicts, they experience a “rush” whenever they give in 
to their passion, but when it comes time to pay the bills, they feel 
remorseful and depressed. 
Let’s compare shopaholics with overeaters  for a moment. Overeating 
encompasses a broad range. At one end of the scale we have the 
morbidly obese, some of which are so huge, they cannot stand and are 
therefore confined to their bed. At the other end of the scale we have 
people who are just 10 pounds overweight. Shopaholics are similar. 
Some have serious  problems, others small But large or small, a problem 
is  still a problem. And small problems that are not nipped in the bud can 
slowly develop into major ones. 

Some of us have a serious problem with overspending, and most of us 
have a small problem because we occasionally overindulge. So, before 
our small problem escalates  into a bigger one, let’s consider 
overshopping, which when serious is called shopaholism, compulsive 
shopping, compulsive buying, or compulsive spending. The most popular 
term used by psychologists is  now Compulsive Buying Disorder (CBD). 
And those who have it are said to be suffering from a spending or 
shopping addiction.

Like drug addicts and alcoholics, compulsive shoppers realize their 
actions are self-destructive, but they feel powerless to stop. And unless 

they do, they may suffer severe consequences, such as bankruptcy, 
divorce, job loss, and depression.

There are three major factors  that lead to overshopping. The first factor 
is  TV. Imagine for a moment that someone is  perfectly happy, but a 
hypnotist intrudes into his  home and convinces him of two things: a) that 
he is  now unhappy and b) that he needs many things that he does not 
have in order to regain his happiness.

Your TV is  that hypnotist. Its purpose isn’t to entertain, inform, and 
educate you. No, its sole purpose is  to make you consume more, spend 
more, and shop more. Congratulate yourself if you aren’t already 
overspending, because if you’re not, it’s a testament to your strong 
character.

TV exploits our natural desire to be happy by muddling our thinking and 
confusing our understanding of happiness. What is happiness? It simply 
is  feeling good. Through its incessant brainwashing, TV convinces us we 
need things to make us feel good. For example, we need cake and ice 
cream to feel good, so we go out and buy some.

But we can see through the deception of TV once we have a clearer 
understanding of happiness. You see, it’s  not merely about feeling good, 
but about feeling good about ourselves. So, eating sweets and 
shopping appears logical if one wants to feel good, but not if one wants 

Chuck Gallozzi
Curbing the Urge to Splurge



to feel good about oneself; after all, we don’t want to grow obese or get 
into debt, do we?

The second factor leading to overspending is the Internet. It greatly 
exacerbates the problem because the ‘shopping center’ is now open 24 
hours a day. Also, stores that you could never shop at because of their 
remoteness are now conveniently sitting on your desktop.

The third factor is shopping has become a recreational activity. In the 
distant past, we went shopping only when we needed something, such 
as food, clothing, or tools. But now, thanks to TV and the rest of the 
media, we go shopping to ‘have fun.’ 

Behavioral Patterns of Shopaholics
Here is a list of the behavioral patterns of shopaholics. If it seems to 
describe you, carefully review the tips on overcoming compulsive 
shopping.

1. Do you have stacks of books you never read, piles of clothing you 
haven’t worn, or heaps of music CDs you haven’t played?

2. Do you go shopping whenever you are feeling bad, angry, or 
frustrated?

3. Has your shopping habits created problems in your life, such as 
causing you to worry about how you will pay your bills?

4. Do you hide from your friends and family how much you spend?

5. When you are shopping, do you feel like you’re doing something you 
shouldn’t be doing?

6. Has your shopping habits caused conflicts between you and your 
spouse, a relative or a friend?

7. Do you make purchases with your credit card that you can’t pay for 
with cash?

8. When you shop, do you have mixed feelings of euphoria and anxiety?

9. After returning from shopping, do you feel guilty, regretful, or 
embarrassed?

10. Do you feel “lost” without credit cards?

11. Are you always thinking about money, how much or little you have, 
and go shopping again?

12. Have you tried to change and found you couldn’t?

13. Do you hide some of your purchases from others?

14. Do you have to spend a lot of time figuring out how you will pay your 
shopping bills?

15. Do you buy things you don’t need and can’t afford? 

16. Would you be better off if you shopped less?

17. Do you buy several books, blouses, or pairs of shoes at a time?

18. Do you spend money you expect to receive before you receive it?

Tips on Overcoming Compulsive Shopping
1. The first step to solving personal problems is to admit something's 
wrong. When we are engaged in self-defeating behavior, we are very 
good at denial and hiding the facts from ourselves. That’s why I’ve 
included a list of the behavioral patterns of shopaholics. When we come 
face to face with the facts, it may awaken us to the problem and spark a 
desire to do something about it. The remaining tips are actions you can 
take to rein in your spending and take control of your life.

2. It is important to monitor and keep track of your spending. Each time 
we make a purchase, we conveniently forget about the amount we spent 
before going on to the next purchase. By the end of the month, when the 
bills  come in, we are surprised by how much we spent. To prevent this 
from happening, carry a small notebook with you and record every 
purchase and the monthly total, and review your notes every day. You 
will be surprised to see how much you’re spending, and this  information 
will increase the likelihood that you will cut back on your shopping.

3. Step 2 is  taken after shopping with the hope it will cut back on future 
spending, but Step 3 is  more powerful, for it is preemptive. In this case, 
you carry a small notebook with you and when you see something you 
wish to buy, rather than buying it, you add it to your list of “What I Wish to 
Buy Two Weeks from Now.” Write the date, what you wish to buy, and 
why you wish to buy it. This powerful step has two benefits. First, it cuts 
back on impulsive shopping. Often, merely by waiting, the desire will 
fade. Second, answering the question why we want it forces us to 
analyze our behavior and may cause us to decide to skip the purchase.

4. Use the power of questions to alter your behavior. This is  an 
expansion of Step 3. When you wish to buy something, first ask yourself 



some questions and write down the answers  in a little notebook. Ask 
yourself questions such as, “Do I need it? Can I afford it? In the long run, 
will buying it improve my life or will it add to my problems? Do I have the 
space to keep it? Will I be using it regularly or will I quickly tire of it. What 
are the pros and cons of buying it?” Taking the time to think before you 
act is  often enough to get your life back on track. And, of course, this 
step is unnecessary whenever you are buying necessities.

5. Avoid temptation. Malls and shopping centers are not made for 
“hanging out,” they are made for shopping, so avoid them. When you 
want to “hang out,” go to a park or someplace where you will spend little 
or no money.

6. When you need to shop, first make a shopping list and only buy what 
is on your list.

7. Watch less or, better yet, stop watching TV.

8. If compulsive shopping is a serious problem for you, do not carry 
credit cards. They should be used for emergencies only. But if your 
problem is really serious, you may want to cut up your credit cards. After 
all, better to destroy them before they destroy you.

9. Don’t be a robot, automatically directed by your emotions. Rather, be 
aware of your feelings, and think before you act. For example, if you 
suddenly feel the urge to splurge, rather than allowing it to fester and 
grow overwhelming, divert it by doing something else, such as taking a 
walk.

10. Identify your motives. Do you wish to shop to feel good or to feel 
good about yourself? If shopping won’t make you feel good about 
yourself, why do you wish to do it? What need is  it filling, and how can 
you fill that need in a positive manner. For example, a student not doing 
very well at school feels bad and goes shopping to feel better. But 
shopping is just a temporary fix that does nothing to help the problem of 
poor school grades, and overshopping only adds to his problems. 
Instead of trying to cover up the pain of poor school grades with the 
pleasure of shopping, far better to face the problem head on; admit 
there’s a problem; talk to teachers and friends to get help, and work on 
improving school grades. When this is done, the student will feel good 
and no longer have a need to shop.

11. When we overspend, we later regret wasting money, but we seldom 
think about the time we wasted. Think about this for a moment. What is 

life? It is  not money; it is time. How much time is needlessly wasted 
thinking about shopping, looking for things  to buy, and travelling to and 
fro? How could have that same amount of time been used to improve 
your life? Perhaps you could have been practicing the piano, studying 
another language, doing homework, improving your skills with a 
computer program that you use at work, jogging, taking a walk or 
working out at the gym.

12. Shopping isn’t necessarily bad; it’s  overshopping that is. After all, we 
need to shop for necessities. And rewarding ourselves for a job well 
done can be very motivating. But the trick is  to live within our means. 
One way to help us do so is to buy used or secondhand goods. For 
example, one of the reasons I can afford to have so many books is 
because I buy a lot of used or donated books at the library for just $1 a 
piece. There are often great deals on merchandise and clothing in thrift 
shops, garage sales, and flea markets. If we are going to buy something, 
why not take advantage of the bargains  that are available? Also, instead 
of buying a new watch, perhaps you can just repair the one you have. 
Similarly, perhaps you can upgrade your computer instead of buying a 
new one. Speaking of computers and computing, the Internet will show 
you where you can get many things for free. Try visiting the following:
Freecycle http://www.freecycle.org/

Freesharing http://freesharing.org/

Sharing Is Giving http://www.sharingisgiving.org/

13. Buy for durability. This is  my wife’s favorite tip. She’d rather spend 
30% more on an item of clothing that will last twice as long, or longer, 
than cheaper clothing. Some of our high quality Japanese clothing is  ten 
years old and still look like we just purchased them. 

Chuck Gallozzi lived, studied, and worked in Japan for 15 years, 
immersing himself in the wisdom of the Far East and graduating with 
B.A. and M.A. degrees in Asian Studies. He is a Canadian writer, 
Certified NLP Practitioner, Founder and Leader of the Positive Thinkers 
Group in Toronto, speaker, seminar leader, and coach. Chuck is a 
catalyst for change, dedicated to bringing out the best in others, and he 
can be found on the web at:

http://www.personal-development.com/chuck-gallozzi-articles.htm
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14. For serious problems seek help; join a support group. Debtors 
Anonymous provides free support groups for shopping addiction and 
credit card overspending, which they call “compulsive debting.” For a 
chapter near you, see: http://www.debtorsanonymous.org/

15. Finally, if you need professional help, see a therapist. Some form of 
Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) is probably best to correct your 
faulty thinking habits  and emotional responses. Psychiatrists tend to 
dispense pills. They may prescribe Prozac, Zoloft, Paxil, or something 
similar. These drugs are technically referred to as selective serotonin 
reuptake inhibitors  (SSRIs), and in tests  with compulsive shoppers, their 
efficacy, or effectiveness, has been shown to be no better than a 
placebo. In other words, for compulsive shoppers, the odds that an SSRI 
will lead to recovery are no better than that of taking a sugar pill.

The good news is we have the inner resources to improve our lives. It 
may take a little work, but it is well worth the effort to free ourselves from 
the danger of crushing debt. The more difficult it is to turn ourselves 
around, the better and prouder we will feel after success, so for those in 
a tough situation, don’t get discouraged or give up. Rather than giving in 
to the urge to splurge, let’s purge our bad habits, and surge forward into 
an exciting an meaningful life.   ###
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Recognizing the need for God in your life is the beginning of His entrance 
into it. And, as His is always the initiating action, what may feel like your 
need is really His  secret invitation -— announcing itself as  a hunger in the 
heart which nothing in the world can sate. How you respond to this interior 
invitation determines the speed in which He makes Himself known to you. 
And the best response of all is to be waiting to respond — for assuming 
this  internal position means that your wish to be receptive outweighs that 
ancient anchor called worldly concerns. And should this elevated level of 
Higher Self receptivity seem impossibly distant for now, it doesn’t have to 
remain that way because you can change your level. Which brings  us to 
the purpose of this set of specialized instructions: The work of 
strengthening spiritual memory.

What is Spiritual Memory? 

Spiritual Memory is that part of your mind through which God first reminds 
you of His Life. A moment’s study proves this  important spiritual finding. In 
your search for the Higher Life you’ve no doubt come upon  a Truth and 
suddenly felt as though you had known the truth of it all your life; only that 
somehow you’d forgotten it! This wonderful awakening sensation is like 
unexpectedly running into and recognizing a long lost friend. And, in a 
sense, this is exactly what has happened;  for in each such moment of 
higher remembering — where you know afresh some Truth once lost to 
you — you have also refreshed your relationship with that Truth’s Source: 
God. This discovery can now be stated more succinctly:  Strengthening 
your Spiritual memory helps awaken you to that Mind which holds it, and 
that Mind eventually reveals itself as being within and a part of God’s Mind. 
What this new Truth reveals is that each and every time we can remember 
to remember God, it’s  the same as receiving, increasing, and accepting 
God’s invitation to make His Life your own. Do your best to employ the 10 

10 Ways to Make God’s Life Your Own
Guy Finley



exercises below in their appropriate moment, and don’t be the least bit 
concerned over the results. You can’t fail at this exercise. Every effort 
you make to remember to remember God increases His interest in you. 
And God always gets what He wants!

1. Remembering to remember God when doing needful business with 
another person will also remind you that not only is  it impossible to serve 
two masters and hope to succeed — but that Real Success comes to 
you as you see the truth of this.

2. Remembering to remember God when someone starts to praise you 
will keep you from forgetting that whatever light you may have shown to 
win that applause is only a gifted reflection.

3. Remembering to remember God in the middle of condemning yourself 
reminds you that you are much too harsh to be your own judge and that 
there’s a Higher Court of Appeal whose verdict is the standing order to 
start your life all over.

4. Remembering to remember God when taking your meals  will help 
keep you from abandoning yourself to that nature which always 
abandons you after its consumed its desire.

5. Remembering to remember God in your travels reveals that wherever 
you may be going your dwelling place is always  where your heart is and 
that no place is ever any better or worse than what you bring into it. 

6. Remembering to remember God while being lashed about by your 
own storming thoughts  and feelings makes it evident that you do not 
have to stand out in the rain.

7. Remembering to remember God in the face of a fear or loss reminds 
you that you’ve a choice in what you cling to, and that letting go of what 
is pulling you down is the same as turning in a higher, happier direction.

8. Remembering to remember God in the midst of a conflict or dispute 
helps to clarify that you can either go on fighting over what is 
impermanent — or — you can fight for your spiritual freedom by walking 
away from that inner neurotic nature  and its compulsive need to win.

9. Remembering to remember God when doing those things you wish 
you didn’t have to do connects you with Something that is always 
content to be right where it is because it is always pleased with Who it is.

10. Remembering to remember God when doubting that remembering 
God does you any good places your wish for what is  true above your 
own suspicion that you may not be sincere -— which is the beginning of 
True Spiritual Sincerity.   ###
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Affirmations
for Living Fearlessly   

Guy Finley

Since what troubles me, troubles me now 
— then now is when I must awaken to and 
address within myself whatever it is that 

makes me ache.

Guy Finley is  the best-selling author of The Secret of Letting Go, The 
Essential Laws of Fearless Living, and 35 other works that have sold 
over a million copies in 18 languages worldwide. His work has been 
featured on hundreds of radio and TV networks including NBC, CBS, 
ABC, CNN, NPR, and PBS. Guy has spent the last 30 years  showing 
individuals the authentic path to a higher life filled with happiness, 
success, and true love. Finley lives and teaches in Merlin, Oregon 
where he is Director of non-profit Life of Learning Foundation. 
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A COURSE IN
MIRACLES
WORKBOOK FOR STUDENTS

These weekly lessons are brought to Cultivate Life! members
by special arrangement with

FOUNDATION FOR INNER PEACE

Each week Cultivate Life! is presenting A Course In Miracles Workbook Lessons and accompanying commentary.
Lesson 9
I see nothing as it is now.
This  idea obviously follows from the two preceding ones. But while you 
may be able to accept it intellectually, it is unlikely that it will mean 
anything to you as yet. However, understanding is not necessary at this 
point. In fact, the recognition that you do not understand is a prerequisite 
for undoing your false ideas. These exercises are concerned with 
practice, not with understanding. You do not need to practice what you 
already understand. It would indeed be circular to aim at understanding, 
and assume that you have it already.

It is  difficult for the untrained mind to believe that what it seems to picture 
is  not there. This idea can be quite disturbing, and may meet with active 
resistance in any number of forms. Yet that does  not preclude applying it. 
No more than that is required for these or any other exercises. Each 
small step will clear a little of the darkness away, and understanding will 
finally come to lighten every corner of the mind that has been cleared of 
the debris that darkens it.

These exercises, for which three or four practice periods  are sufficient, 
involve looking about you and applying the idea for the day to whatever 

you see, remembering the need for its indiscriminate application, and the 
essential rule of excluding nothing. For example:

I do not see this typewriter as it is now. 
I do not see this telephone as it is now. 
I do not see this arm as it is now.

Begin with things that are nearest you, and then extend the range 
outward:

I do not see that coat rack as it is now.
I do not see that door as it is now. 
I do not see that face as it is now.

It is emphasized again that while complete inclusion should not be 
attempted, specific exclusion must be avoided. Be sure you are honest 
with yourself in making this distinction. You may be tempted to obscure 
it.

Instant meditation
straight away... deeper than a Zen monk

We know you'll love
The Holosync Solution
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Lesson 9 Commentary
If I see only the past, and my mind is preoccupied with past thoughts, 
then obviously I see nothing as it is now. I love the fact that the lesson 
goes on to say, "But while you may be able to accept it intellectually, it is 
unlikely that it will mean anything to you as yet". The Course clearly 
recognizes a vast difference between intellectually accepting an idea and 
truly understanding it, so that it has become a part of us. I think of the 
stages of grief when a loved one dies. Immediately after the death, we 
may intellectually accept that our beloved is  gone, but we have not truly 
grasped and assimilated that fact. It takes time for the reality of it to sink 
in.

Likewise, we can accept the idea that we see nothing as it is now, but it 
may be some time before the meaning of that fact truly begins to dawn 
on us. Fortunately, the lesson goes on to say that our understanding, at 
this  stage, is not necessary. In fact, what is necessary is the recognition 
that we do not understand! You might say that one of the things we are to 
grasp from this lesson is that we don't understand it!

It makes a kind of sense if you think about it.

These exercises are concerned with practice, not with understanding. 
You do not need to practice what you already understand.

Some people may feel that it doesn't make sense to work with an idea 
you don't fully understand or believe. I've heard people ask questions 
such as "How can I work with a lesson like 'I am the holy Son of God 
Himself' if I don't really believe that?" And the answer is, if you believed it 

already, you wouldn't need to work with the lesson! Helping you 
understand or believe is what the practice is for.

The attitude of recognizing our real ignorance is vital to learning. Without 
it, our false "understanding" gets in the way of learning. So when a 
lesson such as this one, "I see nothing as  it is now," rubs you the wrong 
way or leaves you feeling that you don't really know what it is talking 
about—just be honest that you feel that way. Don't make the mistake of 
pretending you already understand when you don't. The lessons are 
designed with our ignorance in mind.

"It is  difficult for the untrained mind to believe that what it seems to 
picture is  not there". Difficult? Nearly impossible is  more like it. The idea 
is  disturbing; most of us  will actively resist it in some way or another. 
That's okay. That does not keep you from applying the idea anyhow, and 
that is all that is asked of us. (Remember the introduction to the 
Workbook and its last two paragraphs? If not, read them over in this 
regard.) Just do the exercises anyhow, even if your mind is resisting the 
entire idea; it will still have the desired effect.

Notice how the lesson talks  about "each small step" clearing away a little 
darkness until understanding finally comes. The tone of these lessons, 
and indeed the entire Course, should not lead us to believe that we will 
reach enlightenment quickly. It comes in small steps, little by little. The 
Course does say that full enlightenment could come to any of us in any 
instant, if we could but open to it; it is  nearer to us than our own hands 
and feet. But it also says that it will take much longer to make us willing 
to open than it will take for that final transformation of mind to occur. It 
says:

By far the majority are given a slowly-evolving training program, in which 
as many previous mistakes as  possible are corrected. Relationships  in 
particular must be properly perceived, and all dark cornerstones of 
unforgiveness removed.

Notice: a "slowly-evolving training program" is the norm. So don't be so 
restless or feel like you're working against some deadline; take things at 
the pace they come, and work with the exercises in this Workbook. Be 

A Course in Miracles
Lesson commentary by
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content to slowly evolve. Don't worry if understanding does not leap full-
blown into your mind tomorrow!

The exercises are again deceptively simple, things like "I do not see this 
computer screen as it is  now." How does saying this help me? I can't say 
for sure. I do know that the more often I repeat an idea, the more 
reasonable it starts to seem. Maybe that's all there is  to it. I know it has 
helped me, at times, to remind myself in some situation that seems 
fearful or out of control that "I do not see this situation as it is now in 
reality." I can reassure myself that what I am seeing, which seems to be 
causing my fear, is not the reality of things. I may not have any idea what 
the reality is, but it helps to know that what I am seeing ain't it! The idea 
is  less reassuring when I apply it to something that I do like: "I do not see 
this romantic relationship as it is now." 
Hmmm, not sure I like that. But if it does 
nothing more than begin to shake my faith in 
what I see, the lesson is doing its job even if 
I don't fully understand it or like it.

This  material is copyrighted by Circle of 
Atonement
The indispensable companion on your journey 
through the Workbook of A Course in Miracles. 
These books offer insightful teachings, personal 
anecdotes, detailed lesson instructions, and 
cameo essays on related topics such as 
meditation in the Course.
From Circle Publishing bookstore
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a word to the wise...
"Enthusiasm is the steam that drives the engine."             
                                — Napoleon Hill
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When asked if she would continue to perform even after retirement, 
Beverly Sills  was  reported to have responded, "No. I've done that 
already."

So many times we complacently stay within the boundaries of our 
comfort zones. Predictable outcomes spring from predictable behaviors, 
and set the tone for the remainder of our life. Job seekers find 
themselves locked into typecasting deadlocks when work history on a 
black and white resume indicates a pattern of inertia. Upon spiritually 
breaking free of the banal routine, the awakened employee finds 
difficulty in convincing a new employer of capabilities other than his 
history denotes. Yet, the sense of freedom earned from realizing we are 
more than our occupation proves addictive and life-changing. Giving 
ourselves "permission" to be extraordinary, to step away from the limited 

viewpoints of our past, brings  us to fresh experiences and with it, a more 
fulfilling future.

Do something you never did before
This  morning at breakfast a friend shared photographs of a cave in 
southern Arizona. Peppersauce cave spans 7000 feet and includes  3 
large lakes. A few years ago, divers  explored one lake and found ancient 
ladders left there by native people, indicating a rise in water level. After 
reaching a depth of 300 feet, the divers  still did not reach the bottom. 
While I've never entertained the idea of spelunking, the photographs 
intrigued me enough to imagine crawling, climbing and creeping through 
a natural playground.

Cave exploration on a figurative level takes us within the hidden crevices 
of essence and to the depths of psyche. Taking the risk to crawl around 
inside of who you are requires no special equipment or preparation. It 
harbors little danger and offers great rewards. Poke around in the hidden 
rooms of your spirit. Take a look at the stalactites of old attitudes and 
conditions, hanging on tightly to your inner barrier. Move around the 
obstacles of stalagmites of "I can't" and find the path to your true self.

Not Yet
When approaching the only means of escape in the film the Matrix, Neo 
asks Trinity "Do you know how to fly this thing?" Looking at the helicopter 
undaunted, she responds, "Not yet."

So often we approach life within the limitation of what we think we 
already know. When we dare to speak loudly that we possess all the 
tools we need for success, the Universe rewards our self-confidence and 
assuredness with results - sometimes way beyond our expectations. 
Remember that simply because you haven't done something in your 
past, you are not restricted to staying there. So what if you've never done 
something before? Is that it for the rest of your life? Who made the rule 
that you can't learn or do anything new? You did! Break free from self-
imposed limitations and dare, try, and expand your possibilities. The 
willingness to learn something new compliments  our nature with such 
positive sunshine that our spirit grows into a lush garden of self-
expression. Whatever the results, know that the true importance and the 
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true lesson learned appeared when you made the decision to try 
something new today!

Been there, done that
Ho-Hum. Sometimes we marvel at how boring life appears. Same old, 
same old. Same stuff, different day. Stuff happens. Another day, 
another dollar. We humans profess to detest the status quo, yet 
seldom do anything to break free from it. We'd much rather whine and 
complain and suffer that life has "done me wrong." Wait a minute? 
Who's living YOUR life for you?

You hold all the choices, all the options  all the opportunities  you need 
to change your life. The next five years doesn't have to look like the 
last five years. Really, it doesn't. You don't have to take a vacation in 
the same place every year - even if you own a timeshare. When he'd 
take a different route home, my Daddy used to say, "When you take a 
new road, you open up a whole new world." Explore what's  out there - 
the world awaits you. When you reach the end of your life with your 
checklist smudged, crinkled and barely legible, then you can rest in the 
joy of knowing you really did go there, and do that and be your 
authentic self!

Belief in oneself, knowing you possess everything you need to not only 
make your life work, but to succeed and experience fulfillment brings 
you happiness. As far as I know, we're never going to be done 
learning. Life is a continuum of problem-resolution lessons. Daily we 
face new challenges for which we hold no experience. As best you 
can, without judgment, examine your hesitations and doubts and then 
set them aside. Your spirit already knows your capability and your 
greatness, and it waits for you to set it free. Of course you can do it - 
you simply haven't done it YET!   ###

Taking a quiet sideways glance at life, Marlene Buffa offers insight 
through her words from experiences. A student of new-thought 
teachings, Marlene finds practical spirituality around every corner and 
seeks wisdom through observation of life's  inter-relationships. 
Sometimes playful, sometimes poignant, always thought-provoking, 
her writing inspires readers in meaningful ways.  You can visit her 
website at www.wordsofmind.com and write to her at mbuffa@cox.net

I have seen yesterday, I love today, 
I am not afraid of tomorrow.

—Chrystal Whitzel
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It was a beautiful day so I decided to walk longer and explore a new way 
home. The ice had melted on the streets - or so I thought - so I had 
removed the chains on my shoes (yes, they exist and yes, they work) 
and was happily striding down a new side street enjoying the view of the 
lake.
Suddenly I felt myself falling sideways. I hit the street with a huge thud 
as I fell directly on my entire side. As soon as I hit the ground, I got back 
up because I knew that it would not be wise to succumb to the belief of 
falling. 
That was the easy part. Then the war began.
I knew that if I could hold to a Spiritual Perception that I — in God's 
image and likeness — had never fallen and not be tempted into believing 
in what the senses were telling me, the result would be "no result" from 
the illusion of a fall.
I imagined how wonderful it would be to have direct "proof" that 
everything is only thought and to know without doubt that maintaining a 
Spiritual Perception and letting go of anything unlike Love would 
immediately dissolve any negative situation.  
"That" which does not want us to know who we are didn't let me alone for 
a second.  It reminded me that I had fallen very hard and was lucky to 
not have broken something. It told me I would be sore, unable to move 
my shoulder and hip and the bruising would be extensive.  It suggested 
that I could "use" the injury to get a bit more attention from anyone, 

anywhere. It would give me something to say to people that they could 
commiserate with. I could fit in. 
It was a war between what I knew to be true and the temptation to 
believe the worldview and what it was saying to me about who I was and 
what had happened. The barrage of tempting thoughts  continued for 
days. 
The fall was no different than any other event that tempts us to use the 
negative to achieve a positive, to succumb to something we know is not 
true just to get a bit of love or attention, to give into the idea of lack in 
any form, to accept the lie of separateness from Divine Love in whatever 
way it decides to make its  appearance.  It is  still the same lie. What 
defeats this lie? Always the same Truth; there is only One and it is 
Spiritual and we are Its Being.

The result of the fall was "no result". And "no result" is what we want 
from any lie. Let's all resist the temptation to be part of the worldview so 
that we can fit in. This  is  not where we want to fit anyway. What we really 
want is to become aware of, and experience, Divine Love's infinite 
Oneness. In this Oneness, we always "fit in". 
It's much easier to give up material things and pleasures  then it is to give 
up material worldview thoughts, but imagine the result. We too could rise 
from the illusion of death in all its forms.
"To be nobody but yourself in a world which is  doing its best night and 
day to make you everybody else means to fight the hardest battle which 
any human being can fight and never stop fighting." —ee cummings  ###
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Sweet Anticipation .... or Not! 
I absolutely love the excitement of sweet anticipation ... don't you?

Some of you will know exactly what I mean .... and some of you won't! 
Perhaps life has taught you to only expect the worst (?), or even if you 
do manage to hope for wonderful things to happen, you often end up 
feeling disappointed, because it usually seems to go wrong for you (?).

The truth is this: Anticipation itself is  not always seen as being a sweet 
experience for many people.  The anticipation of not-so-good results is 
actually a habit for a large percentage of people, regardless of 
where you live on Earth.

Another interesting thing is this: Even those who are currently learning 
about the Law of Attraction (and many are!) and learning to ask for 
certain results  in life, are walking a fine line between sweet anticipation 
(total belief) and being so attached to the outcome actually happening 
(right now!) that the experience can often be neither exciting or sweet!

We've all been taught different things about expectations or anticipation: 
some of us have been taught to expect the best - but to also accept that 
the best isn't always exactly what we expected it to be!  And some of us 
have been taught to expect the worst - and that we don't deserve any 
better anyway!  And some of us have been taught to hope for, and 
anticipate, absolutely nothing; to simply go with the flow of whatever 
cards life happens to deal us!  And some of us  are now learning to 
anticipate great outcomes in life - but NOT be attached to them so much 
that we obsess about them, and crash emotionally if they don't happen 
exactly as, and when, we expected them to!

This  story today was prompted by two seperate conversations I've had 
today regarding this  topic: One was with someone in Brisbane, and one 
with someone in Adelaide.  Thank you both!

I feel that the best model for creating exciting and sweet anticipation is 
this: 

Set your intentions for what you would like to create in your life (share 
them with as  many people as possible); Focus on your day, your energy, 
your health, your gratitude (and be grateful for absolutely everything you 
have); Create balance between giving and receiving in your life; Make 
sure that you have routine physical exercise (daily if possible); Create 
and maintain a Mind/Body/Spirit balance in your life; Do good for as 
many people as often as you can!

Have an attitude that allows you to create intentions  for good things; but 
don't be attached to the outcomes!  Enjoy the journey; rather than just 
being focused on reaching the destination!

Maintain that attitude of gratitude - regardless of what you haven't got!
  
That's a choice you know; we can either focus on what we've got - or we 
can choose to focus on what we haven't got!  I know which I prefer: but I 
had to learn to think and feel that way!

Work on you; get you better; that will in turn have a positive impact on 
everyone in your life!

If you can keep yourself feeling good about everything in your life, then 
you have a huge potential to be able to experience the feeling of sweet 
anticipation in everything that you do!   ###

!
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Forgive and forget wrongs — again and again and again!                       
~Janvrin & Selleck.
When our backs are against the wall we invariably bring out the big guns 
- those unsorted relational dilemmas that we really haven't forgiven or 
forgotten like we said we had. The plain fact is  those who don't forgive 
and forget wrongs propel their relationships to a land of unforgiveness 
and hence distrust and uncertainty.

At least three types of elephants can form and intrude on the 
relationship, spoiling much collective good work that's  previously been 
accomplished.
The Memory of an Elephant
In some respects it pays  not to have a good memory. Wisdom dictates 
those things that are irresolvable we must simply resolve as 'accepted 
as-is' - or we'll only cause ourselves and our partner's ongoing pain as 
the madness is re-hashed over and again.
There is a great maturity in accepting the things we cannot change. 
There are things in all relationships that are tested in this  way; things 
we'd have changed about our partners in a flash given the chance. But 
acceptance is the magic elixir every time.
An Elephant in the Room
Whether it's the stark body language or whether there's absolutely 
nothing giving it away, there are times in all relationships when the 

elephant in the room is  not acknowledged. This actually builds and 
exacerbates the tension, contributing to the first elephant - when push 
comes to shove all the elephants come tumbling out of the closet.
The elephants in our marital rooms need to identified and acknowledged. 
Again, denial of the issues that grate only puts the important off - it can 
only ever spill over eventually in anger.
Feet like an Elephant
Whether it is feet like an elephant or the huffing and puffing around the 
house, the sullen mood does nothing productive for the relationship but 
place the same walls  and barriers up that existed yesterday, last month, 
two years ago.

~*~*~*~*~*~*~
When we make a commitment to forgive and forget it means we also 
commit to doing our own internal work to process such things so they're 
truly no longer issues - we've resolved them, properly. This  of itself is a 
process i.e. it doesn't happen overnight.
Anger and resentment are caustic factors in all relationships, particularly 
marriage relationships. These two - amongst others - have the power to 
destroy that which is good between you both. Will you let that happen or 
work together to deal with the truth, promoting peace and harmony, 
squashing anger and resentment at source?

Truly, forgive and forget!   ###

Steve’s Blog Steve Wickham
Who’s Got an 

Elephant or Three?
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Remember the saying, "haste makes waste?" We 
live with constant change and tremendous 
impatience. We want solutions and we want them 
"NOW!" We want relief, we want success, we want 
the future to arrive easily, cheaply and soon!
And, at the same time, we want peace of mind, 
simplicity, and release from the stress of modern life. My 
friend, George Dubie, says, "hurry is  the devil" and he's 
right. I love the quote from Gandhi that "there is more to 
life than increasing its speed."

I think nature is constantly trying to tell us this. Recently, 
I saw a National Geographic on how change takes place 
in nature and while this  was not their major lesson, 
here's what I got:

1. Rapid change is  often marked by chaos, confusion, pain, suffering and 
sometimes disaster.

2. Slow change is marked by growth, beauty, evolution and astonishing 
complexity.

Now, obviously those rules don't always apply, but here are my thoughts. 
Rapid change comes from things like volcanoes and earthquakes and 
hurricanes and floods. Yes, change is quick and powerful and awesome. 
And, yes, there is beauty in Mother Nature's power, but the results are 
unpredictable and filled with unintended consequences.

On the other hand, slow change created the Grand Canyon, Giant 
Redwoods, and the rich soil of the Great Plains. Slow, methodical human 
labor created the great pyramids, the Great Wall of China, and the Taj 
Mahal. In his biography of Wilbur and Orville Wright, Fred Howard makes 
the point that they were successful precisely because of their methodical 
experiments, careful notes, exhaustive research and willingness to learn 
from others. They took their time and learned to fly!

We know that fad diets and rapid weight-loss often lead to gaining the 
weight back within a few months. A better way is to change lifestyle, burn 
more calories than you consume and slowly, methodically (and safely) 
achieve your desired outcome.

In the quest for "instant wealth," how many have fallen for "get rich quick 
schemes?" In our "need for speed," how many of us have run aground, 

taken the wrong turn or rushed impatiently down the wrong path?

There is  wisdom in the story of the tortoise and the hare. Remember 
their race? The rabbit jumps off to a dramatic, frenzied start while the 
poor lumbering tortoise doesn't seem to have a chance, but I'm sure you 
remember how the story ends!

Sure, I want to reach my goals  as quickly as possible. Sure, I like going 
fast! Of course I prefer my high speed internet connection! Who doesn't?

When it comes to reaching our most important goals‚ peace, prosperity, 
loving families, personal satisfaction and the joy of living well, Mother 
Nature seems to know something. She moves slowly and methodically. 
She does her work in small increments, day by day, always moving 
forward, taking her time and doing her work with exquisite beauty. We 
can learn from that.   ###
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Writing a letter to your future self is an exercise which I thought of back 
in 2006. It was inspired from when I chanced upon the Yahoo! Time 
Capsule project. Essentially, this is  similar to the concept of a time 
capsule, where you write a personal note to your future self, seal it and 
only open it at a future moment in time. There are no restrictions on the 
time duration either – it can be 1 year later, 3 years later, 5 years  later, 
10 years later, or even 20 years later!

Why Write A Letter To Your Future Self?
Doing this exercise can be a really insightful experience. Just imagine 
writing a letter to your future self 5 years from now, then opening it at that 
exact moment 5 years down the road to see how much of it resonated 
with you. It is a useful supplementary tool to be used in goal 
achievement, because when you write the letter to your future self, it 
helps crystallize exactly how you anticipate yourself to become at that 
specific moment down the road. As you read the letter in the future, you 
can assess how many things match up (or not) vs. your expectations in 
the past and think about why that’s the case. Often times, the goals we 
set and our goal achievement process are subjected to a lot of changes 
along the way, due to varying obstacles, unanticipated circumstances 
and changing priorities. The letter gives you a macro-view of your initial 

vision and lets you recognize how your current vision differs from the 
past.
In addition to that, at the very moment you are writing the letter, your 
consciousness is captured and stored right there in those words. When 
you open the letter in the future, you as  your future self gets  to compare 
how you used to be in the past and compare with how you are currently. 
This  lets you see in totality how much things have changed since then – 
and this can be a really intriguing experience. It’s interesting to just see 
how much you have grown/changed since you wrote the letter. 
What To Write About
Your letter can include anything you want your future self to read. Here 
are some questions to think about as you write:

How far away in the future do you want to project your letter to?
How do you want your future self to be like XX years in the future?

What are the different dreams and goals you would want to be realized 
by then?
What is your desired status of the different areas of your life at that 

Celestine Chua
Writing a Letter to 
Your Future Self



time? Relationships? Love? Career? Finances? Health? Spirituality?

You can either write it as hard copy (for a greater sense of nostalgia due 
to the aging condition of paper by then) or have it as a digital soft copy. I 
personally wrote a hard copy, then transferred it into soft copy document 
on my computer just in case I lost the hard copy. For soft copy, you can 
also try Time Netsule, an online time capsule service that stores and 
sends information to a specified email address any time in the future you 
specify.
Opening My Letter From My Past Self
I wrote 2 letters to myself in 2008. The first letter I wrote to myself in Feb 
2009 (1 year from then); the second letter was to myself in Feb 10th 
2013 (5 years from then). A week ago, I opened the first letter I wrote. It 
was an enthralling experience reading it, since it felt like my old self was 
talking directly to me. 

Reading the letter, it is interesting to notice how I was in the past and 
how I have changed. One of the biggest changes was my materialism 
tendencies. While I was already not a very materialistic person when 
writing this last year, I’m even less materialistic right now, given my 
added revelations on my relationship with material wealth and goods 
since quitting my job last year. My consciousness has also heightened, 
which is not a surprise given it is something I’m constantly working on all 
the time. The time period after I left my job has definitely given me 
unlimited personal time to really introspect and dig deep into my 
personal growth. 
In terms of goals, I have reached and exceeded several goals. For 
Health, I correctly predicted I will still be a vegan and loving every minute 
of it. Weight-wise, I have pretty much reached my desired weight/look, 
something I’m really proud of as losing weight is  a personal goal I had 
struggled with since 5-6 years ago. For Career, I leaped ahead of myself 
compared to my predictions – I predicted I would still be working in my 
ex-company while working on my purpose on the side; Turns  out I have 
already quit it and I’m working on my purpose full-time now. The end 
result? I’m totally loving every moment right now 
There are some goals  I haven’t reached yet. For example in Love, I 
thought I would have found my relationship partner by now, but I haven’t. 
It’s perfectly okay though due to my revelation a few months ago on how 
we are actually already perfect, complete and whole as singles. Finding 
and being together with my soulmate is something I want and look 

forward to in the future – In the 
meantime, I’m perfectly happy 
and complete as I am.

In terms of Friendship, some 
friends whom I thought I would 
still be great terms with had 
slipped away; in place of that 
other people had entered into the 
foray and have become great 
friends of mine in the past year, 
especially the past few months. 
I n a way, i t ’ s so r t o f an 
equilibrium at work when you think about it.
There were goals I didn’t reach because I had abandoned it halfway, 
since it lost meaning to me. An example would be wanting to buy a car – 
when I received my pay rise last year and was in the capacity to get a 
car, I realized that owning a car in Singapore, where public transport is 
readily available, does not resonate with my highest self at all. My 
original intent of getting a car was more for imagery reasons, and that 
had long been shedded away as part of my old self. Not to mention the 
environmental damage I would be causing too with a car.

All in all, this  comparison between my past vision for myself and who I 
am right now made me aware of several things. It made me more 
conscious of how much and how exactly I have changed vs. the past, in 
a tangible manner (rather than through mental comparison in my 
memories). It reminded me of some of the visions I had in the past which 
I lost track of along the way. It made me appreciate how far I have come. 
It made me excitedly look forward to what’s lying next in the future 

Write Your Letter To Your Future Self
Take out a pen and paper right now and start writing your letter to your 
future self. Identify a time period to write to, imagine how you will be like 
during that time period, then start writing. Think about the type of person 
you will be, your place in life, what you would have accomplished then, 
the kind of thoughts and feelings you will experience, and so on. At the 
end of the letter, seal it in an envelope, write the date to open it on the 
cover and put it in a safe storage space. Fix the date to open this letter in 
your personal calendar. When you open this sometime in the near future, 
you might gain additional insights about yourself and your journey in the 
past few years that you were oblivious to.   ###
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Prior to the 1970's it was believed that one's thoughts  or feelings  couldn't 
affect the disease process because the central nervous system and the 
immune system were not linked. Think about it. If your immune system 
functioned independently of every other system, meaning that your brain 
and spinal cord (central nervous system) were not connected to your 
immune system, how could your emotional state contribute to disease? 
Forget the common sense notion that if you're feeling happy or sad, 
relaxed or tense, that this  would affect your health. Until now there was 
no known biological or biochemical mechanism for this to be able to 
h a p p e n . B u t i n t h e 1 9 7 0 ' s t h i s n e w f i e l d o f s t u d y, 
psychoneuroimmunology, emerged that would radically change the 
notion of mind and body being separate.

Dr. Robert Ader, a psychologist at the University of Rochester School of 
Medicine, and a colleague, Dr. Nicholas Cohen, an immunologist, found 
that if you paired a drug which suppresses immune function with a 
placebo, eventually the immune system becomes suppressed by the 
placebo alone. This  is similar to Pavlov's pairing the ringing of a bell with 
presenting meat to a dog. Eventually the ringing of the bell alone, without 
the meat, caused the dog to salivate because of the association of the 
bell with food. He called this "classical conditioning," a form of learning. 
Learning does not take place without the use of a brain. In order for the 
placebo in Ader and Cohen's  research to suppress immune function 
through this form of learning, the brain had to be connected to the 
immune system. Further research demonstrated that this same 
"conditioning" approach could enhance immune function and decrease 

the side effects of toxic chemotherapeutic drugs, such as those used to 
treat cancer.

Dr. Ader coined the term "psychoneuro-immunology" to account for the 
interaction between learning (psycho), implicating the physical brain 
(neuro), and one's immune function. He edited the now-classic text 
called Psychoneuroimmunology in 1981. Each chapter is  original 
research clearly demonstrating a link between the central nervous 
system and the immune system. This confirmed the earlier research of 
Dr. George Solomon who coined the term "psychoimmunology" to 
explain how personality affects disease.

Much research has been done since to confirm that the immune system 
is  capable of self-regulation. In 1985, The Journal of Immunology 
devoted a special issue just to research demonstrating the interaction of 
the central nervous and immune system. A principal investigator in one 
of these studies was Dr. Candace Pert, who was then Chief of Brain 
Biochemistry for the National Institutes of Mental Health. Her research 
demonstrated that the immune system is in constant communication with 
the brain, endocrine and nervous systems by a system of peptides. In 
her book, Molecules of Emotion, Pert says that she prefers to call these 
peptides "informational substances - because it points  to their common 
function, that of messenger molecules distributing information throughout 
the organism." These peptide structures previously have been classified 
under a wide variety of categories, including hormones, transmitters, 
neurotransmitters, neuromodulators, growth factors, gut peptides, 
interleukins, cytokines, chemokines, and growth-inhibiting factors.

How The Mind-Body Connection Actually Works
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In her books, Molecules of Emotion and Everything You Need to Know to 
Feel Go(o)d, she explains how emotions are actually physical 
substances (receptors and peptides) that convey information throughout 
the body. She details a psychosomatic network that explains  the 
biochemical basis of how emotions affect health or disease. Through 
simple biochemistry she describes how the body and mind are actually 
one, which she calls the "bodymind".

Virtually every cell in the body has  thousands of receptors. Signals from 
other cells come from hormones, neurotransmitters, and peptides. 
Usually these are all referred to as  ligands, which means, "to bind," 
because of the way they attract and bind to cell receptors. This used to 
be thought of as a lock and key relationship, where a peptide (key) would 
insert itself into a receptor (lock) to affect cellular activity. It is now known 
that there also is a vibratory attraction between ligands vibrating at the 
same frequency. This cellular resonance is the emotion, and the actual 
connection, (peptide to receptor), manifests as feeling. That's why Pert 
calls peptides and their receptors the molecules of emotion.###

Excerpted from Why Love Heals by Dean Shrock, 
Ph.D. Give yourself, or someone you love, the 
Gift of Love. In his  book, Dean gives  you powerful 
reasons to love yourself and others! What better 
time and way to start living that truth than by 
sharing it with your friends and family this  Holiday 
Season. In Dean's  book you will discover why 
every cell in your body, and even your DNA, 
reacts to your every thought and feeling.

Order your copy of Why Love Heals               
http://www.WhyLoveHeals.com

Peter Shepherd (founder of Trans4mind) 
and Greg Willson (founder of No Limits for 
Me), the co-editors  of Cultivate Life! 
Magazine have created a list of 160 books 
which have been most influential in 
transforming the understanding and 
awareness of each. Having read many 
informative books to distill the list down to 
160 it was necessary to omit many excellent 
works contained in our personal libraries... 
but this  selection includes the "Desert 
Island" books we really wouldn't want to be 
without.
   So it's a personal selection, but we feel 
that if you choose to read these books your 
personal growth will be on a firm foundation, 
and you can look forward to many 
tremendous insights and boundless vistas 
opening up before you.

160 Personal 
Growth Books

See the entire list here

The list includes: 
Pathways to Perfect Living by Vernon Howard

The Sedona Method by Hale Dworskin

Your Erroneous Zones by Wayne Dyer

I'm OK - You're OK by Thomas A. Harris, MD

Spiritual Intelligence by Danah Zohar

Anatomy of the Spirit by Caroline Myss

Notes to Myself by Hugh Prather

The Book of Secrets by Deepak Chopra

Every day I remind myself that my inner and 
outer life are based on the labors of other men, 
living and dead, and that I must exert myself in 
order to give in the same measure as I have 
received and am still receiving.

—Albert Einstein
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Wouldn't it be nice to be able to conquer fears, phobias, inhibitions, 
stress, worry and do it all by yourself. Maybe you want to quit smoking or 
shed a few pounds, put an end to insomnia or combat allergies and 
headaches. Perhaps you would like to rid your mind of compulsive traits 
and negative behaviors, to overcome travel fright or increase self-
esteem. By reading this book you will learn how to harness the power of 
your subconscious mind. As a result you will have greater confidence in 
your ability to tackle problems that have psychological origins. I will teach 
you how to program your subconscious  to foster health, wealth, 
happiness and success. As a result you'll feel great and find that goals 
can be easily achieved once the obstacles on your path to inner freedom 
have been removed.

This  book will help you to overcome problems rather than endure them. 
No one should have to remain prisoner to their own thoughts, especially 

when inner-peace can be achieved through simple mind-strengthening 
techniques involving emotional control. Only by first understanding the 
nature of a problem and how it has been created, can you write a new 
behavioral pattern to override the current one that's no longer required. 
The conscious part of the mind doesn't know exactly what is causing 
your present conditions or how they can be rectified, but the 
subconscious knows why they exist and how they can be resolved. For it 
is in the subconscious that they are created in the first place.

People nowadays want to know how they can improve their lot, increase 
their happiness and success, and look after their health using holistic 
approaches involving self-understanding. The realization that many 
symptoms are created and maintained in the subconscious mind has 
grown in recent years, and selftherapy is increasingly being 
recommended as the complementary medicine of the future. What 

Introduction to his book, 

Powerful Mind

Cathal 
O'Briain

www.powerfulmindhypnosis.com
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makes self-hypnosis such a desirable alternative is that healing is set at 
your own pace. You decide what you want and how soon you want it. 
This  book will teach you how to become your own therapist by laying out, 
in simple language, techniques and strategies for reprogramming your 
subconscious. Within a matter of weeks you will see life from a new 
perspective as changes start occurring at a deep level. You will stop 
looking to the future for potential happiness and begin enjoying life in the 
present, savoring each moment as each day is filled with new 
challenges.

Mind and body can work in harmony, providing you first change your 
negative subconscious attitudes. Exploration of the subconscious  is  the 
key to changing these attitudes, traits and beliefs that 
somehow become cemented in the mind over time. 
Self-hypnosis explores, investigates and corrects the 
internal language and emotion that drives behavior, 
while at the same time providing you with a means  of 
quality time-out from the busy commotion of everyday 
living. Anxiety laden illnesses and depression are far 
more commonplace now. Because people have grown 
more open to complementary medicine in recent years, 
hypnotherapy is steadily rising to the fore as one of the 
most powerful healing tools, bringing with it fresh new 
ideas and ways to tackle psychological problems.

Hypnosis helps people to help themselves. By learning 
how to limit mental constraints in a gentle and relaxing 
manner, therapeutic intervention can now be 
conducted deep inside the subconscious, where the 
root of many problems originates. If you are to make 
use of your deeper mind, you must first learn to 
harness its  power. Through hypnosis the subconscious can be 
influenced to bring about desired change. Other similar complementary 
therapies such as yoga and meditation also make use of the trance 
state, bringing the user gradually into the subconscious domain, where 
clarity of thought is felt at a level that increases every time it's induced. In 
trance, the speed of your psychological reality slows down to a rate 
where it is understood and familiar once again. A higher, yet wholly 
dissimilar, state from normal conscious thought can be manifested within 
a short period of time, and patience is a much valued commodity when 
teaching yourself how to fully relax.

It is  amazing the number of people who spend several hours  a day 
watching depressing television programs, yet don't allow themselves just 
fifteen minutes for proper relaxation. These are the same people who 
can't understand why they are stressed out. Is it any wonder, considering 
their dedication to these programs that are somehow meant to portray 
real life? Self-hypnosis  cuts out the noise and commotion of everyday 
hustle and bustle. This  is when the person is usually most productive in 
shaping reality to suit their needs. It is  a detachment from that which is 
material and misrepresented, and if you seek truth, balance and 
harmony in your life, you must accept that your journey is no longer 
moving outward, but rather inward.

The human mind is like an iceberg in the sea. The 
conscious is only the tip of the iceberg, that part of the 
psyche which is  visible and understandable because 
you can inspect it. The subconscious is the area of 
your mind lying underwater, but whose volume makes 
up the greater part of the whole. Many difficulties, 
habits, compulsions, nervous disorders, neuroses and 
mentally generated illnesses  involve some part of the 
subconscious. It's hard sometimes to digest the fact 
that the very area that is causing your problem is  the 
same area that protects you from harm and danger 
every day. But this  is  why you must teach your 
subconscious to work with you instead of against you. 
Looking inwards through self-hypnosis  is  the best 
means of understanding the subconscious motives 
behind the maintenance of a symptom.

Over the course of this book you will learn how to 
breathe correctly. When you have mastered correct 

breathing, this will give you an edge over others who do not use their 
breath properly in hypnosis. With many books on self-hypnosis, 
breathing correctly is something many therapists fail to address properly. 
In doing so, they possibly overlook one of the most crucial components 
in the self-hypnotic procedure. Correct breathing will become second 
nature to you, as will the implanting of suggestion and image, the other 
two principal factors in the self-hypnotic process.

The language, methods and techniques contained in this book are laid 
out clearly and are easy to remember. You will learn several self-hypnotic 

“I tend to avoid giving advice, 
or recommending ways to live, 
for that is imposing and 
c o u n t e r- p r o d u c t i v e . I n 
therapy, my goal is to deciper 
the unconscious. They must 
know the truth, face the 
truth, and deal with it by 
making it conscious. Because 
r e p r e s s i o n r e q u i r e s a 
continuous expenditure of 
energy, my focus i s on 
redirecting this mental energy 
towards newly desired goals.” 

                    —Cathal O’Briain



inductions to be practiced, and you will know which ones work best for 
you. Soon you will be able to achieve a deep level of trance, and with 
little effort. Be patient at the start and learn as much as you can about 
the particular area you wish to improve. It is all well and good suggesting 
away problems that are bothering you. But in order for real change to 
happen, you must first understand the source of your problem, and these 
two concerns: why it has originated, and how best to overcome it. 
Gaining insight into why you behave a certain way is  the key to success 
in self-therapy, so read the entire book even if you think some of the 
topics I discuss do not relate to you. In due course, your subconscious 
will reveal the source of the problem; and when it does, you will know 
intuitively how best to change it.

Too much time is wasted in the battle with unrealistic fear, and too little 
time is invested in the sunlight with which you've been blessed. All of us 
want to be able to look back on our lives knowing that we've truly lived. 
With each tender hour that passes, the next one should be more 
precious than the last. The lessons  have been learned, the sentences 
have been served and now it is  time to embrace mental freedom through 
an opening of consciousness. Good luck!   ###

Powerful Mind Through Self-Hypnosis is a practical, 
easy to follow guide to harnessing the power of 
your subconscious  mind for better health. This book 
will literally change the way you think, feel, act and 
behave...forever. Clinical Hypnotherapist and 
Psychotherapist Cathal O'Briain will help you 
overcome emotional and psychological difficulties 
through self-hypnotic trance. Symptoms will 
become a thing of the past as your life transforms, 
taking you beyond the comfort zone into a world of 

inner peace and freedom, happiness and success.
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a word to the wise...
"It takes a strong fish to swim against the 
current. Even a dead one can float with it." 
                            — John Crowe
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